
ELON UNIVERSITY 
FALL 2018 

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES  
Undergraduate classes and 

Graduate classes in the Schools of  
Communications, Business and Education 

Registration begins April 10, 2018 

Undergraduates -   
Review your four-year plan 
noting changes you need to 

make for Fall 18. 

Check  out  the  
Fall 18 Schedule of 

Classes! 
Select your first 

choices plus back- 
ups. Make sure you 
don’t have any time 

conflicts. 
 

Create your shopping cart. 
Register at your assigned time. 

 

Meet with your 
academic advisor one 

week before your 
preregistration time. 
He or she will grant 

you access to register 
online. 

 



 

Class Periods:  Undergraduate classes will meet at the times listed below 
unless otherwise noted on the schedule. 

 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
8:00 - 9:10 
9:25 - 10:35 
10:50 - 12:00 
12:15 - 1:25 
1:40 - 2:50 
1:40 - 3:20 (MW) 
3:35 - 5:15 (MW) 
5:30 - 7:10 (MW) 
 

 
Tuesday, Thursday 
8:00 - 9:40 
10:30 - 12:10 
12:25 - 2:05 
2:20 - 4:00 
5:30 - 7:10 
 
Tuesday, Thursday 
9:50 - 10:20 T - College Coffee 
9:50 - 10:20 Th – Numen Lumen 
 

Important Registration Information 
 

Prerequisites and Corequisites:   
A prerequisite is a course that must be successfully completed prior to enrollment in another course.  A 
corequisite is a course that must be taken in the same semester as another course.  Some courses have 
multiple prerequisites.  Students must have completed all prerequisites to be able to preregister for the 
course.  It is the student’s responsibility to make sure that prerequisites and corequisites have 
been met. 

 
Pass/Fail Courses: 
Students wishing to exercise this option must submit a Pass/Fail grading request to the Registrar's Office 
before the first day of class.  Students may take a maximum of two courses outside the Core Curriculum 
requirements and the requirements for their major(s) and minor(s) on a Pass/Fail basis.  Classes passed 
on a Pass/Fail basis do not count in computations for Dean's List, President’s List or graduation honors. 
 
Applied Music Lessons: 
Applied music lessons incur additonal fees.  Contact the Bursar’s Office for information on fees.  The 
deadline for all refunds for applied music lessons is the end of the second week of the semester (Friday, 
September 7, 2018). 
 
Music majors and minors should contact the instructor for the appropriate level and course number.  All 
other students should contact the Chair of the Department of Music for registration information and 
instructor assignment. 
 
Laboratory Courses: 
For all courses requiring lab work, students must register for laboratory sections in addition to the lecture 
sections.  Laboratory sections are listed in the schedule.   
 
Independent Study or Research: 



 

Students who wish to register for an Independent Study or a Research project must submit a completed 
Application to the Office of the Registrar. 

 
Internships/Co-ops: 
Students must register an internship or co-op experience with the Registrar’s Office.  The Experiential 
Education Registration Form/Contract must be completed in addition to the regular registration form.  The 
Experiential Education Registration Form/Contract is available in the Student Professional Development 
Center located in the Moseley Center. 
 
Cross-Listing of Sections: 
Certain courses may be listed under more than one discipline heading.  The student should be careful to 
register under the discipline he/she wishes to appear on the official transcript. 

 
Overloads: 
Students are limited to 18 hours per semester unless approved by the Registrar.  Students on 
academic probation are limited to no more than 12 hours per semester.  Please incorporate this 
into preregistration planning. 
 
Withdrawal from Undergraduate Courses:   
 

Full-semester courses: 
Last day to withdraw with a grade of "W" (withdrawal without penalty) is Friday, October 19, 2018. 
 

First half of the semester courses: 
Last day to withdraw with a grade of "W" is Wednesday, September 19, 2018.   
 

Second half of the semester courses: 
Last day to withdraw with a grade of "W" is Thursday, November 8, 2018. 
 

Students not completing the withdrawal process by the deadline will incur a grade of completion (A, B, C, 
D or F).  Any exception to this policy is the responsibility of the Academic Dean’s Office. 

 
Schedule Changes: 
The University reserves the right to make changes to the schedule when necessary, including the 
instructor assigned to a section. 
 
 

NEW COURSE DESCRIPTIONS – FALL 2018 
 
ANT 171 LOVE IN THE BUBBLE: ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO 4 S.H. 
  STUDENT DATING LIFE 
A lot of social science studies explore the romantic or sexual lives of modern college students but we 
know very little about how specific college environments shape, inform, or transform student experiences 
with dating and relationships within these environments. This seminar course for first-year students will 
examine these topics and use ethnographic methods to explore questions such as: How do college 
students compare to each other in terms of how they find romantic and sexual partners? What do 
individual social markers such as gender, ethnicity, or religion contribute to how successful or satisfied 
students are with their love lives on campus? How does data on student dating experiences at Elon 
compare with cross-cultural, comparative anthropological perspectives on love, sexuality, dating, 
courtship, marriage, embodiment, and what is and is not sexually permissible in other cultures (norms, 
taboos, etc.)?  Open to new students only. 
 
ANT 385 CULTURE AND BUSINESS 4 S.H. 



 

The course is an in-depth, hands on exploration of the interplay between elements of culture, social 
institutions and business settings.  The professor will guide students through an understanding of the 
concepts of culture and social institutions. Students will be required to investigate, through research as 
well as through reflection, how the culture and social institutions of a particular country or world region of 
their choosing is essential to various aspects of business such as product development, marketing, and 
preparation for an international business trip and/or meeting.  Cross-listed with SOC 385 A.  
 
ARH 171 APPEARANCES OF POWER AND OPPRESSION 4 S.H. 
This first-year seminar course will explore the intersections of art objects/monuments and makers, their 
historical contexts, and their roles in systems of power and oppression. Artists and communities both 
work within and challenge the normative constructs of their historical contexts. How can we think 
differently about our own contexts by studying the ways that identity has been constructed, performed, 
and deconstructed in visual objects and the texts that have defined them? What relationships do seeing 
and being seen have to our own identities, histories, and the way we understand and learn? How can art 
history’s focus on these very issues be deployed to understand and shape the increasingly visual world 
we live in? Open to new students only. 
 
ARH 321 SACRED LANDSCAPES OF THE AZTEC EMPIRE  4 S.H. 
The Aztec empire was one of the largest civilizations in the New World. Founded on an island in the 
middle of a lake, the Aztec capital, Tenochtitlán, represented the Aztec epitome of perfection. In this 
center, the Aztec created one of the most technologically and artistically advanced cities in the world. 
Through an analysis of art and architecture we will recreate the sacred landscape of that ancient world. 
Our journey in this class will have us reconstruct pyramids that symbolize sacred mountains, interpret 
painted books that detail warfare and conquest, and put us in contact with deities that demand human 
blood.  Ultimately, we will come to know Tenochtitlán as the physical manifestation of powerful 
cosmological principles embodied in artistic practice. 
 
BUS 372 CYBER SECURITY, HACKING, AND THE ENTERPRISE  4 S.H. 
Cyber assaults on financial institutions, multi-national corporations, and governments now routinely make 
headlines and cost U.S. organizations millions of dollars annually. A 2017 Ponemon Institute survey found 
that the average cost of a U.S. data breach is $7.35 million and that one in four organizations will face an 
attack involving at least 10,000 records within the next two years. This course focuses on management’s 
role in developing, implementing, and maintaining a cost-effective level of cyber security and controls. 
Prerequisites:  BUS 201 or 202; BUS 211. 
 
CHN 374 CHINESE CULTURE AND SOCIETY  4 S.H. 
 
CAS 171 THE ART AND SCIENCE OF YOUR COLLEGE JOURNEY I  2 S.H. 
The college experience and entry into young adulthood is a journey marked by ambiguity and uncertainty.  
Scholars across disciplines—philosophy, psychology, sociology, etc.—have grappled with this 
uncertainty.  Students in this course will engage in active sensemaking to more intentionally navigate 
their college journey.  Specifically, students will read and apply interdisciplinary scholarship to answer 
questions such as:  How do you define meaning in your life?  What motivates you?  How do individuals 
thrive and flourish in their pursuits?  What are your personal and professional goals? How can the liberal 
arts experience facilitate your goal achievement?  Recommended for sophomores though open to all 
students. 
 
COM 170 MAROON SPORTS BROADCASTING  2 S.H. 
Students learn the preparation, structure, strategies, techniques and coverage of sports broadcasting of 
a live sporting event. Content and styles of television sportscasting are examined along with broadcast 
coverage of athletic events and subsequent critique of camera operation, writing, graphics, and 
performance. (By permission of instructor) 



 

 
COM 270 SPORTS PRODUCING AND DIRECTING  2 S.H. 
Students learn the structure and strategies of how to lead a sports broadcast as a producer and director 
and how these roles influence the entire crew and flow of a broadcast. Students will experience the 
differences between live-events and scripted studio-produced shows, produce a half-hour sports-themed 
show, and direct and/or produce athletic events and subsequent techniques. Prerequisite COM 210/220. 
 
COM 362 SP STRATEGIC RESEARCH METHODS  4 S.H. 
Successful communications strategy relies on good research. In this course, students learn theoretical 
and methodological concepts for conducting applied research in communications. The course explores 
quantitative methods such as surveys, qualitative methods such as focus groups, marketing research 
methods, and public opinion polling. This special topics section will work on the American Advertising 
Federation’s National Student Advertising Competition. 
 
CSC 321 ROBOTICS  4 S.H. 
This course introduces students to the basics of robotics. Students will work in groups to design, 
construct, and program robots to complete specific challenges. The robots will be able to complete some 
tasks independently and other more sophisticated tasks with the assistance of remote operators. The 
course is highly interactive and hands - on, including the mechanical assembly and wiring of robots and 
simple electrical circuits. In addition, software development will be a major part in getting the robots 
operational.  Prerequisites:  CSC 130 and Junior standing.  Cross-listed with EGR 321. 
 
COE 310 B TRANSITION STRATEGIES:  REVSON SERIES – LIFE AFTER ELON  1 S.H. 
This class will focus on preparation for life beyond Elon with the intent of bridging the transition from Elon 
to the “real world.” The course incorporates the Revson Series, which consists of eight separate lectures 
designed to provide students with basic “how-to” information relevant to their personal development and 
life after Elon.  The Revson Series was developed with funding from a gift to the university from Diana 
and Charles Revson (P’11). In addition, students will prepare for internships, co-ops, summer jobs, part-
time and permanent employment, and graduate school by developing a resume, establishing job 
contacts, identifying job search strategies, and learning how to interview effectively.   
 
COE 310 C STRATEGIES FOR CAREERS IN MASS COMMUNICATIONS  1 S.H. 
Students will be given an overview of careers available to them in mass media with a particular emphasis 
on print, broadcast and on-line media.  Students will be introduced to the usual avenues of progress when 
seeking a career in these areas as well as some unusual approaches to internship and job opportunities. 
Class will be augmented by helpful lectures by guests who will focus on the mechanics of life after college; 
examples are real estate, investment, family life or lack of it.  
 
COE 310 I STRATEGIES FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS  1 S.H. 
This course will focus on preparing students for internships, research, graduate school and careers. The 
course will guide students in developing a resume and cover letter, networking, interviewing, research, 
and applications for graduate school. The course is recommended for sophomores and juniors majoring 
in CSC or ISC. 
 
COE 310 J STRATEGIES FOR MATHEMATICS OR STATISTICS MAJORS  1 S.H. 
Students will be given an opportunity to explore career opportunities available to them through a major 
in mathematics.  As a part of this exploration, students will be prepared to write effective resumes and 
cover letters as well as preparation for the interview process.  An additional aspect of the course will be 
preparation of students to complete the Mathematics portfolio graduation requirement and exit interview.  
Students will be engaged in role-playing activities as well as development and evaluation of materials 
required to complete the departmental degree requirements and for obtaining a career in mathematics. 
 



 

DAN 320 A THE FULL SPECTRUM  2 S.H. 
 
DAN 320 B LIGHTING DESIGN FOR DANCE  4 S.H. 
Cross-listed with THE 440 B.   See THE 440 B for description. 
 
DAN 320 C BALLET TECHNIQUE AND PARTNERING  2 S.H. 
 
EDU 371 LEARNING & TEACHING WITH TECHNOLOGIES  2 S.H. 
This experimental course focuses on using digital technologies to enhance learning and teaching. 
Students will develop knowledge, skills, and dispositions related to the use of digital technologies by both 
K-12 students and teachers in curriculum, instruction, and assessment, among other areas. Students will 
analyze and design uses of digital technologies in relation to both pedagogy and content. Attention will 
be given to teaching digital citizenship and using digital technologies as a source for ongoing professional 
learning and support.  
 
EGR 171 MATERIALS IN YOUR WORLD  4 S.H. 
This course examines the nature of materials and significant advances that have excelled human society. 
Students explore the origin of the Earth – its elemental and mineral composition, the advent of the Stone, 
Bronze, and Iron Ages in early human history and advanced materials in the Modern Era. In-class 
activities and course projects provide students with direct observation of the amazing breadth of materials 
properties. Laboratory included.  Satisfies Core Curriculum laboratory science requirement. 
 
EGR 321 ROBOTICS  4 S.H. 
Cross-listed with CSC 373.  See CSC 321 for description. 
 
ENG 171 SECRETS, SPIES, & SURVEILLANCE IN YOUNG ADULT LITERATURE  4 S.H. 
Children and young adults are one of the most deeply surveilled populations in the United States.  Nanny 
cams keep an eye on the nursery, schools collect data on internet use, and insurance agencies track a 
new driver’s road speeds.  Literature showcases this phenomenon too from the picture book Runaway 
Bunny to young adult novels like Twilight and Little Brother. Students in this first-year seminar course will 
analyze the ways different forms of surveillance are both overtly and covertly presented in a wide variety 
of books for young adult readers. Drawing on the techniques of literary analysis as well as the critical 
theories of surveillance studies, students will investigate how this literature serves to generate a sense 
of agency or to enforce an expectation of submission to surveillance technologies.  Most importantly, 
students will consider what it means in relation to personal independence, civic life, and economic 
opportunity to live in a surveillance society. Open to new students only. 
 
ENG 255 A, B  DYSTOPIAN FICTIONS  4 S.H. 
"WE LIVE IN THE DYSTOPIA YOUNG ADULT FICTION WARNS US ABOUT," screamed a recent 
headline in The Federalist. Even if the contemporary era isn't bad enough to warrant the term, it's true 
that we're obsessed with dystopias: fictional worlds, often illustrating a possible future, where everything 
is awful. The Hunger Games has spawned a multibillion-dollar film franchise; The Handmaid's Tale, 
based on Margaret Atwood's dystopian novel, won the 2017 Emmy for drama; and Kazuo Ishiguro, 
perhaps best known for his dystopian novel Never Let Me Go, won the 2017 Nobel Prize. This course 
will analyze dystopian fictions, from George Orwell's 1984 (1949) to the present-day Netflix series Black 
Mirror. Students will analyze fiction as a storytelling technology, examining how literary and film 
techniques differ and overlap; understand literary works as reflecting the historical periods that produce 
them; and think about how literature expresses cultural values, including those ideals human societies 
deem most important. 
  
ENG 255 C FAIRY TALES IN LITERATURE AND FILEM  4 S.H. 



 

“Once upon a time” is a special sort of invocation, enticing us into a magical world full of talking animals, 
wicked stepmothers, and princes and princesses brought low.  But where do these stories come from 
and why have they remained popular for so long?  We’ll look at the literary origins of some famous fairy 
tales from across cultures, and examine how artists, writers, and filmmakers have used these “old” tales 
to tell new stories.  Readings will include classic works by the Grimm Brothers, Andersen, and Afanasyev, 
and fiction by Angela Carter, Aimee Bender, Neil Gaiman, and more. We'll watch Disney and non-Disney 
adaptations and look at the scholarship of the literary 
 
ENG 320 LITERARY PERIODS – ENLIGHTMENT: THE RAGE FOR ORDER  4 S.H. 
his course explores the conflict within eighteenth-century British and continental cultures between Isaac 
Newton’s law-abiding--reasonable--universe and its transgressively passionate Gothic and Satiric 
opposites. Individual desire threatens bland social harmony and by the end of the Enlightenment century, 
the Romantic poets are ready to roll.  Works studied include Gulliver's Travels, An Essay on Man, The 
Castle of Otranto, and Sense and Sensibility. 
 
ENG 358 STUDIES IN DRAMA: O’NIELL AND ALBEE  4 S.H. 
This class examines the plays of America’s two most prolific dramatists in conversation with the major 
theorists of psychoanalysis.  Students will leave this course knowing intimately the works of Eugene 
O’Neill and Edward Albee, as well as the span of psychoanalytic theory, from Freud to Zizek.  O’Neill 
plays we read include: Anna Christie, The Emperor Jones, The Hairy Ape, Strange Interlude, Mourning 
Becomes Electra, Ah, Wilderness!, The Iceman Cometh, Hughie, Long Day’s Journey Into Night, and A 
Moon for the Misbegotten. Albee plays we read include: The Zoo Story, The American Dream, Who’s 
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, A Delicate Balance, Seascape, Three Tall Women, The Play About the Baby, 
and The Goat or Who is Silvia?  We will also read critical works by writers such as Sigmund Freud, Carl 
Jung, Frantz Fanon, Michel Foucault, Luce Irigaray, Jacques Lacan, and Slavoj Zizek. 
 
ENG 365 TOPICS CULTURAL STUDIES – NARRATIVES OF SLAVERY  4 S.H. 
Perhaps more than any other aspect of national history, slavery has continued to haunt political and 
cultural life in the United States.  This course explores the evolution of narratives of slavery from the 
nineteenth to twenty-first centuries, paying particular attention to the ways generic features, rhetorical 
goals, and literary styles adapted to new historical conditions.  Although this course recognizes significant 
connections between the pre- and post-emancipation eras, it also disrupts any sense of straightforward 
continuity.  Reading pre-emancipation texts will establish the major contours of the genre at a time when 
narratives were responding to the immediate crisis of slavery within the complicated context of the 
abolition movement.  As the course moves into post-emancipation texts, we will trace how communal 
memory (as opposed to direct experience) changes the cultural meaning of slavery.  What additional 
perspective does historical distance facilitate, and what can contemporary narratives of slavery articulate 
that pre-slavery versions could not?  We will also examine visual media including the art of Kara Walker 
and movies like Quentin Tarantino’s Django Unchained.  In a way, these visual texts (and the 
controversies they inspired) consolidate many of the major concerns of this course: what stories can be 
told, and by whom?  Perhaps particularly salient for literary scholars, what does it mean to enjoy them? 
 
ENG 377 DEBATE: FORMAL AND INFORMAL  4 S.H. 
What can Aristotle and Eminem teach us about the art of persuasion? Quite a lot. In this course, you will 
learn a number of persuasive techniques including “Eminem’s Rules of Decorum” and “The Eddie Haskell 
Ploy.” This course encourages diverse viewpoints and thinking critically about evasions in argument. You 
will hone your abilities to uncover useful information, synthesize data, identify logical fallacies, and think 
on your feet in formal and informal situations. The course is appropriate for anyone who wants to engage 
with others in inquiry on controversial topics and is particularly apropos for those interested in careers 
that value leadership and advocacy skill in law, public service, education, ministry, and business. 
 
ENG 414 TEACHING CREATIVE WRITING IN THE COMMUNITY  4 S.H. 



 

In this course, we will explore theoretical and practical issues that inform the teaching of creative writing 
in various community and educational settings, especially the Alamance-Burlington public school 
system.  Each week students will not only work on developing their own teaching pedagogy, but they will 
also teach in a classroom setting.  Although the course will focus on the teaching of creative writing, most 
of the skills that students learn can be transferred to other disciplines in the arts and humanities.   
 
GEO 171 INTRO TO HUMAN GEOGRAPHY  4 S.H. 
This course explores the patterns and processes that shape and connect places around the world using 
human geography’s various thematic lenses, including cultural, political, economic urban and 
environmental geography. Under these conceptual headings we will explore issues such as the 
demographics of migration, the challenges of international development, the cultural landscapes of 
globalization, the geopolitics of nationalism and conflict, the patterns of planetary urbanism, and 
environmental debates about the Anthropocene. In considering these interwoven topics, we will analyze 
and interpret visual, demographic, and geographic data with an emphasis on space, place, scale, and 
the environment. By the end of the semester, you will have a solid familiarity with the subfields of human 
geography and the different perspectives they can offer on pressing issues of global import. Moreover, 
you will be equipped with the tools to investigate how global events and processes—from international 
trade, to climate change, and urban development—affect everyday places such as your neighborhood 
coffee shop. 
  
GEO 378 POWER, PLACE AND MEMORY  4 S.H. 
Everywhere one looks, one can see in the built environment—landscapes, both urban and rural—traces 
of the past that time’s hand has worn down. Elsewhere, monuments, memorials and museums, seek to 
counteract the inclination toward collective amnesia by carving out spaces of memory made of marble, 
granite and earth that serve as seemingly permanent reminders of stories deemed worthy of 
remembering. This process of place-making and memorialization is neither straightforward nor 
uncontroversial. While we memorialize some names, places, and stories, others are forgotten or actively 
erased. As such, particular values, identities and ideologies are inscribed in material landscapes. In 
societies still grappling with the effects of conflict, violence and trauma, debates about how to remember 
(or forget), a troubling past may bring lingering divisions to the surface. This course examines this 
contested place-making process. Specifically, this course will examine how the social construction of 
place intersects with the social construction of memory. In the tradition of cultural geography, students 
will learn to read the human landscape and the traces of the past embedded therein. In addition, students 
will learn about and compare spatial debates about contested sites of memory, both far afield and close 
to home. This includes, but is not limited to, debates about Confederate monuments in the American 
South, post-apartheid memorial in South Africa, post-totalitarian memory in Germany and the former 
Soviet Union, and post-conflict reconstruction in Lebanon and the Balkans. Finally, students will engage 
in creative, community-based research aimed at uncovering and telling the stories of forgotten places in 
the local area. 
 
GER 170 BEGINNING BUSINESS GERMAN  4 S.H. 
This course teaches basic professional usage of German, providing a foundation for students preparing 
for internships, business trips, or entry-level positions with German companies in the USA or Europe. 
While teaching the fundamentals of introductory German, the course also focuses on spoken and written 
professional communication. Like all German courses at Elon, this course develops students’ abilities in 
reading, writing, listening, speaking, cultural competence, and critical thinking via authentic texts, videos, 
and group work.  Does not satisfy World Language Proficiency requirement. 
 
GER 371 MEDIA IN GERMANY  4 S.H. 
Germany has always played a key role in our understanding and use of media, ranging from Gutenberg’s 
printing press, Hans and Sophie Scholl’s anti-war leaflets, to the recent NetzDG, a law that forces social 
media sites to delete offensive user posts. In this course, we will take a closer look at Germany’s recent 



 

media landscape. Questions to be considered: How is media used in Germany? What are some specific 
German media formats? How is Germany representing itself via media? How is Germany represented 
by others? 
 
HST 133 RACE, GENDER AND SPORTS  4 S.H. 
This course invites first-year students to closely examine the experiences of women and African 
Americans in sports in the U.S. during the 20th century. Students will analyze a variety of types of evidence 
from the past to consider how and why the experiences of African Americans and women changed over 
time. They’ll make interpretations about how to characterize their history – whether as more of a story of 
oppression and exploitation or of satisfaction and empowerment. They will connect sports history to the 
context of other trends in American history and consider the degree to which sports history serves as an 
accurate lens into American history in terms of race and gender.  Open to new students only. 
 
HST 139 FASCISM AND PROPAGANDA  4 S.H. 
This course focuses on the theory and practice of propaganda during the 12 years of the Third Reich. It 
combines the study of the ideological roots of National Socialism, the radical and peculiarly German form 
of Fascism, with a close analysis of the techniques, organization, and effectiveness of the Nazi regime’s 
propaganda. Challenging the idea of the total power of propaganda, it looks for the limits of persuasion 
and possible other reasons for which Germans might have decided to follow Hitler. 
 
HST 372 RELIGION AND SOCIETY IN LATIN AMERICA  4 S.H. 
This course explores religion in Latin American countries from the pre-Columbian era to the modern day. 
Central to these explorations are investigations into the numerous religions that have been practiced 
within Latin American societies and how these religions have changed over time. With European contact 
in the late 15th and early 16th centuries, Catholicism and Christian ideologies were brought to the Americas 
resulting in the dramatic change of the religious landscape of the region. These changes did not happen 
overnight, were not uni-directional, and cannot be reduced to assimilated or hybrid forms of Christianity. 
Rather, a complex matrix of religious beliefs and practices were integrated into the daily lives of people 
of all classes and castes in interesting and complicated ways. This course seeks to track the religious 
milieu of Mexico, Peru, Brazil, and the Caribbean, paying particular attention to Indigenous and African 
influences on religion, and gain a better understanding of not only the cultural beliefs of the region but 
also the powerful influence of religion on society at large.  
 
HST 376 MODERN MEXICO  4 S.H. 
This course introduces students to the main problems, trends, issues, etc. that have historically shaped 
Mexican society since independence (roughly 1810 to the present). The course stresses the changing 
interconnections between social, cultural, economic, and political structures over time - not only within 
Mexico, but in general. The course explores a number of issues, including the legacy of Mexico's path to 
independence; centralism and federalism in the nineteenth century; peasant struggles over land and 
sovereignty; economic development and modernization; authoritarian rule and struggles for 
democratization; the Mexican Revolution; relations with the United States; populism; revolutionary rule; 
the rise, establishment, and decline of the Revolutionary Institutional Party (PRI); and recent reformist 
and revolutionary challenges to the state and neo-liberal policies. 
 
HST 378 POPULAR CULTURE IN CHINA  4 S.H. 
In this course, we will explore the popular culture and religion of Late Imperial China through the reading 
of a sixteenth-century novel, The Journey to the West, and also by watching the videos based on this 
novel. Journey follows the adventures of a mischievous and powerful monkey king, Sun Wukong, in his 
quests for immortality, access to deities, and universal salvation. We will study the historical contexts in 
which this work was produced, performed, and read, and consider the emergence of a realm of “popular 
culture” in comparative perspective.  We will also examine the early modern convergence of major 



 

religions in Chinese society, including Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism, as well as the 
contemporary adaptations of the story for stage, film, and animation. 
 
HST 464 SEMINAR: THE VICTORIANS  4 S.H. 
This seminar offers students the opportunity to develop deep research projects on the culture and peoples 
of the Great Britain in the Victorian Era (1837-1901). Topics will be limited to those that fall within the 
purview of cultural and intellectual history. These may include studies of specific intellectual movements, 
cultural trends, or attempts to understand and explain the worldviews of prominent Victorians. The 
breadth of student research in this seminar should contribute to our deeper understanding of the ways in 
which Victorians thought, behaved, and responded to modern transformations and to their global empire. 
 
HNR 246 PRESS POLITICS OF THE COLD WAR  4 S.H. 
Fears of Communism and the nuclear bomb, questions about America's role as the free world's lone 
superpower, and concerns about changing social mores were shaped and filtered during the Cold War 
by an increasingly omnipresent mass media. The advent of television brought about unprecedented 
opportunities to inform an increasingly uneasy public, but also proved to be an effective vehicle for 
manipulation by savvy politicians and media consultants through news events and campaign advertising. 
At the same time, new media voices appeared in the alternative press that emboldened citizens to 
question the status quo. This course will explore the interrelationship among the press, the political 
system, and public opinion during the Cold War era and seek to understand how each influenced the 
others. Civilization or Society.  Applies either to Civilization or Society. 
 
HNR 250 BEAUTY AND THE BRAIN  4 S.H. 
In the priamel to her 7th-century BCE Fragment 16, the poet Sappho muses: “Some say an army of 
horsemen, some of foot soldiers, / others of ships / is the most beautiful thing upon the earth, / but I say 
it is what one loves.” These few lines give expression to a widely held fascination with the driving question 
of this course: What is Beauty? Both preliminary and carefully nuanced ways of thinking through this 
inquiry raise a complex nexus of associated questions that likewise transcend cultural, historical, 
geographical, and disciplinary bridges. Is beauty something that exists purely in the eye of the beholder? 
To what degree are ideas and ideals of beauty shared across cultures, and why? How do the arts reflect, 
appeal to, and sometimes challenge notions of the aesthetic? Why do people have different emotional 
reactions to the same painting, sculpture, song, building, or play? How have renowned scholars and 
thinkers — some based in philosophy and religion, others in science and psychology — sought to answer 
and explain how and what we perceive as beautiful? Applies either to Civilization or Science. 
 
IGS 270 GLOBAL STUDIES:  APPROACHES AND PERSPECTIVES  4 S.H. 
This course introduces students to the field of International and Global Studies and to the critical 
examination of global issues and globalization more generally. International and Global Studies reaches 
across academic disciplines to build new understandings of states, peoples, cultures, and societies facing 
a range of contemporary global challenges – from international migration, sustainable development, and 
human rights to public health, economic and social inequality, armed conflict, and terrorism. The course 
introduces students to some essential concepts, questions, and methods adopted by International and 
Global Studies scholars working across academic disciplines. Students consider the value and limits of 
different sources of knowledge, evaluate the relation of knowledge to culture and power, and engage in  
cross- and inter-disciplinary investigations of a number of specific global issues. They also learn how to 
develop and refine their own research interests in International and Global Studies. 
 
ITL 275 ITALIAN LITERATURE  4 S.H. 
This course gives students an overview of Italian literature from the 1300’s to the present day. Students 
examine works in their historical contexts and develop their skills in textual analysis. The literary texts will 
be studied alongside secondary scholarly sources and transformations into other media forms: film, 
theater, music, video games. Texts will come from the medieval, Renaissance, Enlightenment, 



 

Unification, modern, and/or contemporary periods. Pre- or co-requisite:  ITL 221. Cross-listed with ITL 
375.  
 
ITL 375 ITALIAN LITERATURE  4 S.H. 
This course gives students an overview of Italian literature from the 1300’s to the present day. Students 
examine works in their historical contexts and develop their skills in textual analysis. The literary texts will 
be studied alongside secondary scholarly sources and transformations into other media forms: film, 
theater, music, video games. Texts will come from the medieval, Renaissance, Enlightenment, 
Unification, modern, and/or contemporary periods. Prerequisite:  ITL 221. Cross-listed with ITL 275.   
 
LAT 371  
 
LED 373 LEADERSHIP FOR CHANGE  1 S.H. 
 
MKT 473 SERVICES MARKETING  4 S.H. 
The service industry in the United States accounts for more than 80% of the GDP and has been the 
primary driver of job and GDP growth.  This course examines the nature and features that distinguish 
marketing of services from the marketing of physical goods.  Emphasis is placed on a highly applied 
approach to adapting the marketing mix to retain customers and build loyalty.  Models of services 
marketing, including the service profit chain and the service quality gap model, are introduced.  Counts 
as a Marketing Major elective in the Marketing Major and Professional Sales Minor.  Prerequisite:  MKT 
311.  
 
MTH 371   4 S.H.   
 
MUS 170 BEGINNING STRINGS  1 S.H. 
A course for beginners (appropriate even for those with no musical background) in playing bowed strings. 
 
MUS 374  CAREER MANAGEMENT: BEYOND TALENT  4 S.H. 
This course discusses how to create and manage your own career in the Arts through an entrepreneurial 
approach.  Topics covered include marketing and promotional materials, resume writing, contracts, 
networking, interviewing, financial planning, taxes, grant writing, and more.  Students are taught how to 
cultivate their ideas and create their own career work opportunities in a field where those who are 
motivated and forge their own path succeed.  
 
MUS 471 LIMELIGHT  1 S.H. 
This course is designed to enhance application relative to music business concepts.  In collaboration with 
Limelight Records, students in this course will complete market research and analysis on music industry 
trends with the goal of creating a sustainable business model for new music.  Additionally, students will 
participate in management teams and sign student-recording artists, gaining real world experience with 
record label processes under the supervision of a faculty mentor.  The course will entail one additional 
hour of time TBA each week. 
 
MTE 172/272/372    MTE VOICE LESSIONS  1 or 2 S.H. 
Comprehensive private instruction providing Music Theatre majors stylistic cross-training in healthy, 
expressive vocal production marketable for the current musical stage. This course also provides 
instruction in music theory, ear training, and sight singing targeted to equip Music Theatre majors with 
the tools to be skilled musician-actors.  
 
MTE 270 A FALL MUSICAL  1 S.H. 
 
MTE 270 B COLLAGE  1 S.H. 



 

 
MTE 320 A BEGINNING JAZZ STYLES  1 S.H. 
Foundational jazz dance technique will be taught at a beginning/intermediate level with emphasis on 
practicing and achieving proper physical alignment, increased core strength and flexibility, and the ability 
to imitate and apply elements of a classical jazz style. 
 
MTE 320 B SPECIAL TOPICS: INTERMEDIATE JAZZ STYLES  1 S.H. 
Classical jazz dance technique designed for the high intermediate to advanced dancer. Continued work 
on application of appropriate techniques to achieve and maintain a sense of being grounded while moving 
large and low through space, and increasing core strength and flexibility.  
 
MTE 320 C SPECIAL TOPICS: ADVANCED JAZZ STYLES  1 S.H. 
Classical jazz dance technique designed for the high intermediate to advanced dancer. Continued work 
on application of appropriate techniques to achieve and maintain a sense of being grounded while moving 
large and low through space, and increasing core strength and flexibility.  
 
MTE 320 E SPECIAL TOPICS: ADVANCED BALLET  1 S.H. 
Classical Ballet dance technique designed for the high intermediate to advanced dancer.  Continued work 
on application of appropriate techniques to achieve and maintain a sense of core strength and technique.  
 
MTE 320 F SPECIAL TOPICS: BEGINNING BALLET  1 S.H. 
Classical Ballet dance technique designed for the beginning dancer. 
 
MTE 320 H SINGING FOR THE ACTOR  4 S.H. 
This class will explore healthy singing techniques while developing cuts appropriate for use in musical 
theater auditions. Learning how to choose cuts, set up music, and working with an accompanist will be 
covered. We will explore classic and/or contemporary songs as appropriate for the level of each singer. 
The class will be interactive and may include private vocal coaching at the discretion of the professor. If 
taken while enrolled in voice lessons, permission from the private voice teacher must be given. Cross-
listed with THE 320 A. 
 
MTE 320 H THE FOSSE LEGACY  4 S.H. 
Explore the technique, style and work of the legendary Bob Fosse, one of the most successful, innovative 
and influential Broadway choreographers of all time through an intensive combination of practical classes, 
artistic performance and research. For the serious and advanced dancer. 
 
MTE 371 CONTEMPORARY VOCAL STYLES  4 S.H. 
This course gives students experience in applying healthy vocal techniques and appropriate style to 
contemporary music theater and other styles of music as chosen by the professor. 
 
PHL 370 PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIETY  4 S.H. 
 
PED 170 BASKETBALL   1 S.H. 
 
PED 171 SOFTBALL  1 S.H. 
 
PHY 175 THE UNIVERSE AT A GLANCE  4 S.H. 
This course provides an introduction to the basic geology of solar system bodies, history of solar system 
models, lives and structures of stars, structure of the Milky Way, properties of light, distance measurement 
techniques, exoplanet detection methods, and the origin and development of the universe. Laboratory 
included.    
 



 

POL 270 CIVIC ENGAGEMENT FORUM  2 S.H. 
This hands-on course is designed to encourage students to build practical civic engagement skills. 
Students will play critical roles in the development and execution of many Elon events related to political 
and civic life, broadly defined. Students will become more effective agents of policy change through 
course activities and by learning from contemporary materials focusing on objectives such as improving 
civic dialogue, mastering media communication and developing civic events. They will also study 
essential literature related to political and social participation. 
 
POL 370 COMPARATIVE FOREIGN POLICY  4 S.H. 
 
PST 370 POLICY AND EQUALITY  4 S.H. 
This course is an overview of policy issues related to gender and racial equality in the United States. A 
recurring theme in the course is the relationship between culture, society, and policy: To what extent can 
policy ensure equality in society, and how does culture influence the policies that are enacted? Policies, 
proposed legislation, and major federal court decisions related to voting rights, education, housing, and 
workplace discrimination, affirmative action, marriage and divorce, reproductive healthcare, pregnancy, 
and parental rights will be among the topics covered. For their final project in the course, students will 
develop a proposal for reform in the policy area of their choice. 
 
PSY 171 THE BRAIN IN TODAY’S WORLD: LEARNING TO LEARN  4 S.H. 
This seminar for first-year students is founded on cognitive science and will incorporate studies on 
attention, memory and learning processes, neuroplasticity, and metacognition that each student can 
apply in their own life. Students will participate in activities that highlight the relationship between brain 
function and various learning environments and technologies. This course places an emphasis on 
students building the capacity for self-directed learning and on the nature and importance of evidence-
based thinking. Core pieces of the class are readings and reflections on research about learning. Open 
to new students only. 
 
PWR 211 PUBLISHING AND EDITING I  4 S.H. 
This course explores the foundations of print culture and what it means to publish texts in terms of the 
relationships between authors, audience, editors, and gatekeepers, as well as the available means of 
production and delivery. Students will explore the history of print culture, the rhetorical roles people play 
in the publishing process, print publishing technologies and processes, and publishing and editing as 
potential career paths. Students will complete small print documents and professional editing projects for 
a variety of audiences, using the rhetorical canons of invention, arrangement, and delivery. Prerequisite: 
ENG 110. (Formerly ENG 211) 
 
PWR 215 PROFESSIONAL WRITING AND RHETORIC  4 S.H. 
This course is designed to introduce students to the study and practice of professional writing from the 
perspective of rhetoric, one of the oldest liberal arts. Students will learn about the wide range of 
possibilities connected to the broad term "professional writing;" understand what assuming a rhetorical 
perspective on writing means; gain a broad sense of the issues, topics and practices that mark the field 
of professional writing and rhetoric; become part of the ongoing conversations that make up the field; 
understand professional writing and rhetoric as a socially situated art and practice; gain some practical 
hands-on experience through a variety of professional writing projects and integrate scholastic research 
into reflective professional practice. Prerequisite: ENG 110.  (Formerly ENG 215) 
 
PWR 297 WRITING AS INQUIRY  4 S.H. 
This course is designed to introduce students to research methods employed by practicing writers and 
to emphasize that writing as a rhetorical practice always involves active inquiry. In addition to surveying 
writerly research methods, students will gain hands-on experience with a variety of methods. In the 
context of specific assignments and projects, students will learn how to choose, sequence and adapt 



 

forms of inquiry to specific rhetorical situations, enhancing their artfulness as writers and professional 
rhetors.  This course is designed to introduce students to research methods employed by practicing 
writers and to emphasize that writing as a rhetorical practice always involves active inquiry. In addition to 
surveying writerly research methods, students will gain hands-on experience with a variety of methods. 
In the context of specific assignments and projects, students will learn how to choose, sequence and 
adapt forms of inquiry to specific rhetorical situations, enhancing their artfulness as writers and 
professional rhetors. Prerequisites: ENG 110 and PWR 215 OR PWR 304. (Formerly ENG 397) 
 
REL 171 MUSLIMS IN AMERICA   4 S.H. 
Is it possible to be both Muslim and American? This first-year seminar will examine debates about Muslim 
and American identity from the era of the slave trade to the present day. We will ask why so many African-
Americans, including Malcolm X and Muhammad ‘Ali, became Muslim in the twentieth century. We will 
analyze debates over race and identity among Muslim immigrants, and explore the relationship between 
government surveillance and terrorism in the wake of 9/11. Above all, we will consider the question of 
national identity and ask how Muslims have shaped and been shaped by different definitions of what it 
means to be an American. Open to new students only. 
 
REL 370 RELIGION & POPULAR CULTURE   4 S.H. 
This course starts with the position that “religion” cannot be neatly confined to “beliefs,” “institutions,” or 
“worship,” but rather that “religion” is an expansive concept that can be found in many unexpected places. 
One such place is the realm of popular culture. Students in this course will explore and analyze the ways 
that movies, television, sports, novels, and other types of popular culture can shape, cultivate, interact 
with, and even serve as religion. What can Marvel movies, Bronies, the Carolina Panthers, and A Wrinkle 
in Time teach us about religion’s role in the United States today? Come find out. 
 
REL 460 SEXUALITY AND SALVATION  4 S.H. 
What does sex have to do with salvation? How is the afterlife related to all the different ways that 
Christians and Muslims understand marriage and dating, clothing and bodies, and procreation or 
abstinence? This course examines two religious traditions and their histories, ideas, and theories about 
sex, gender, identity and their relationship to God. We will look at the religions’ attempts to dictate a wide 
variety of sexual norms, at the creativity followers have employed in interpreting and following such 
regulations, and at the ways Muslims and Christians have used sexual practices, language, and images 
in their devotion. We will read mystical texts, discuss sexual ethics and identity, and examining case 
studies on themes such as same-sex relationships, contraceptives, modes of dress, and embodiment in 
the afterlife. Sexuality and salvation are such entangled ideas that when one wants to look at the divine, 
one must look to the actions of the human body.  
 
SOC 270 RE-THINKING RACE; INEQUALITY, COLORBLINDNESS, AND THE   2 S.H. 
  “POST-RACIAL” ERA   
In American society today, race is seemingly both nowhere and everywhere. It is nowhere, in the sense 
that the civil rights movement’s victories of the 1960s eliminated legal race-based hierarchies, overt 
bigotry has declined, many people claim to “not see race,” interracial marriage is no longer unusual, and 
an African American man occupied the White House for eight years. Yet it is everywhere, in that 
enormous racial gaps in life expectancy and health and wealth remain, cities are as segregated as ever, 
and concerns about immigration and cultural identity have been at the forefront of a tumultuous election 
season. In this intensive, discussion-based course, we will consider how this seeming contradiction is 
possible, asking why race still means so much when so many of us believe we have moved beyond it. 
Topics examined in depth may include institutional versus individual racism, how race has shaped our 
own lives, the feasibility and desirability of colorblindness, current political events such as the Black Lives 
Matter movement and the 2016 election, unconscious and semi-conscious bias, and how growing Latino 
and Asian populations interface with the historic white/black binary. This course requires an application 
process 



 

 
SOC 371 SOCIOLOGY OF MENTAL HEALTH  4 S.H. 
This course will examine the topics of mental health and mental illness through a sociological lens. The 
distinct contributions of sociologists will be emphasized throughout the course as we explore the topics 
of the social construction of mental health and illness, the influence of labeling theory, and perspectives 
on stigma. The course will begin with a broad focus exploring how mental illness and mental health are 
defined- by individuals, by groups, by cultures. Students will explore mass media to investigate how 
mental illness is experienced at the individual level as well as how it is responded to within society broadly. 
Attention is paid to the influence of social status characteristics on diagnosis, treatment, and social 
response with specific emphasis on inequalities within the mental health care system. Students will 
explore the view that mental illness is an individual concern and apply the concept of the sociological 
imagination to consider the ways in which it is a public issue. 
 
SOC 385 CULTURE AND BUSINESS  4 S.H. 
Cross-listed with ANT 385 A. See ANT 385 A for course description. 
 
SPN 372 RELIGION, IDOLATRY AND CONQUEST  4 S.H. 
Prerequisites: Two courses at the upper 300 level (SPN 350 - SPN 399).  Cross-listed with SPN 455 A. 
 
SPN 452 TRENDS IN 20TH/21ST CENTURY NARRATIVE  4 S.H. 
Cross-listed with SPN 485 A. 
 
THE 320 A SINGING FOR THE ACTOR  4 S.H. 
This class will explore healthy singing techniques while developing cuts appropriate for use in musical 
theater auditions. Learning how to choose cuts, set up music, and working with an accompanist will be 
covered. We will explore classic and/or contemporary songs as appropriate for the level of each singer. 
The class will be interactive and may include private vocal coaching at the discretion of the professor. If 
taken while enrolled in voice lessons, permission from the private voice teacher must be given. Cross-
listed with MTE 320 G. 
 
THE 320 B 
 
THE 320 C SHAKESPEARE  4 S.H. 
Cross-listed with THE 420 A.  See THE 420 in the Academic Catalog for course description. 
 
THE 440 A ADVANCED MAKE UP DESIGN  2 S.H. 
Students will use their knowledge of basic two and three dimensional stage make-up design to develop 
special effects and allow the actor to create make-up for all sorts of character roles. Students will explore 
the period styles of make-up and advanced applications which include casting and molding, latex 
appliances, special effects and working with crepe hair. A make-up kit is mandatory. A material fee will 
be required. 
 
THE 440 B LIGHTING DESIGN FOR DANCE  4 S.H. 
This class centers on building and nurturing the relationship between the lighting designer and the 
choreographer.  The class focuses on lighting terminology, the functions and qualities of stage lighting, 
equipment used in theatrical lighting, the skills needed to work in a collaborative environment, and the 
unique demands of lighting for dance.  This class emphasizes hands-on experience with the lighting 
equipment current to the industry as well as software and computer application in stage lighting.  Students 
also learn the drafting terminology and symbols that are industry standards for theatrical lighting design. 
Cross-listed with DAN 320 B. 
 
WLC 371 PREPARING FOR SEMESTER ABROAD  1 S.H. 



 

With the guidance of a member of the Department of World Languages and Cultures, in this course, 
majors and minors in the department will prepare for their semester abroad by: a) establishing their 
personal academic, cultural awareness and personal growth goals for their semester abroad; b) 
considering the implications of longer-term options for study/residence abroad during or beyond college; 
c) analyzing representations of the target cultures that appear in various texts – written and visual; d) 
identifying potential cultural differences that they will encounter in verbal and nonverbal communication; 
e) analyzing examples of cultural conventions within a variety of contexts; and f) preparing academically, 
linguistically and personally for the semester abroad. This class meets once a week during the second 
half of the semester. Taught in English.  Prerequisite: Acceptance into an Elon semester study abroad 
program for the following semester.   
 
WLC 372 MAKING THE MOST OF SEMESTER ABROAD  1 S.H. 
This course supports the development of intercultural competency and linguistic skills of French and 
Spanish majors and minors who are studying abroad for the semester. Through this on-line course, 
students will: reflect on the goals that they established previously for their global experience; analyze 
representations of the target cultures that appear in various texts – written, aural and visual; respond to 
discussion questions that will require them to interact deliberately with the target culture; begin to 
articulate insights into their own cultural rules, judgments, and biases learned through their interactions 
with culturally different others; observe and analyze cultural differences apparent in verbal and nonverbal 
communication; identify and question cultural perspectives revealed by differences in vocabulary and 
syntax; provide examples of their ability to manage appropriately some cultural conventions within a 
variety of contexts; and begin work on their culminating intercultural competency project.  Taught in 
English. Prerequisite: Completion of WLC 370. 
 
WLC 373 PROCESSING YOUR SEMESTER ABROAD  2 S.H. 
In this course, students who have returned from a semester abroad will process and learn to leverage 
their experiences and prepare the final intercultural competency project and its accompanying essay to 
demonstrate their achievement of the department’s intercultural competency goals. Through this course, 
students will: report on their achievement of personal  academic, cultural awareness and personal growth 
goals; compare the representations of the target cultures that appear in various texts – written and visual 
– with their personal experiences; connect and interrelate their learning abroad to previous studies within 
and outside the discipline; consider various options for their future use of their language and cross-cultural 
skills; demonstrate sophisticated and nuanced understanding of the complexity of elements important to 
members of another culture; and articulate insights into their own cultural rules, judgments, and biases 
learned through their interactions with culturally different others. Taught in English but the essay must be 
written in the target language. Prerequisite: Completion of WLC 371 and a semester abroad in a country 
where the target language is spoken. 
 
 
GRADUATE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
 
ACC 472 FOUNDATIONS IN FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING  4 S.H. 
An introduction to MBA accounting, this course focuses on the financial reporting process with an 
emphasis on the accrual basis of accounting. Students learn to prepare and interpret income statements 
and balance sheets, analyze business transactions and determine the effects of transactions on assets 
and equities. This course will prepare students for MBA 531, the core MBA accounting class. 
 
FIN 472 FINANCE FOUNDATIONS FOR MBA STUDENTS  4 S.H. 
The course is designed to prepare students for an MBA-level corporate/managerial finance course and 
will cover topics that include the language, structure and function of financial markets, the time value of 
money, financial ratio analysis, project valuation, long term financing, capital budgeting and the cost of 
capital. Open to MBA students only. Prerequisite: Accounting Foundation Course (e.g., ACC 201). 



 

 
 

 
 


